Jaime McCormick
Mindset Speaker and Coach
Jaime McCormick is a former national show dog champion
trainer and former Olympic hopeful. When Jaime’s daughter
was born, he realized he had to confront his addiction in the
mirror and began to learn how to change his mindset.
Jaime works at a psychiatric hospital and conducts group
meetings for broken adults. He focuses on changing the mindset
and using the power of forgiveness to help them live life on
purpose and by design.
Jaime’s heartfelt story will draw your
audience in and help them to start to defeat self doubting speech
and behaviors.

SPEAKING TOPIC:
As Long As You Can Breathe You Have Purpose.
To change your mindset and live a more purposeful life,
Jamie uses several techniques in his public speaking that will
help your audience change how they behave and how the live
their lives every day.
Teaching gratitude, meditation and the simple practice of
giving a compliment to someone you don’t even know,
Jamie’s practical talk on living with purpose will leave your
audience with real life changing tools.
“How we view ourselves and our own perception is so key to
our identity and how we FEEL about the life we live. You are
worthy just because you exist. Be grateful for every single
day and the connections you have with those around you.”

BOOKING INFORMATION:
60-minute Talk - $3,000
30-minute Breakout Session - $1,500
Transportation, round-trip airfare and hotel
accommodations are required for booking.

TESTIMONIALS:
“I am blown away by Jaime! Jaime is
a blessing to everyone who knows
him and who has had the opportunity
to work with him.”
-Joshua T Berglan, CEO of Live Mana
Worldwide and host of Morning
Gratitude.
_________
“Jaime McCormick delivers a
powerful and compelling message
which speaks to the power of positive
mindset!”
- Loren Michaels Harris
Motivational Speaker

For more detailed information on
Jaime’s mindset talk and to book him
for your next event, please contact
him at:
Phone: 580.279.4974
Email:
mccormickmotivation@yahoo.com
JaimeMcCormick.com | Facebook

